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• Abstract (300 words):
In times of entrepreneurial urbanism, when post-industrial cities are forced to compete to attract citizens, visitors and capital, the invention of identities and profiling, also called city-branding, have become a wide-spread phenomena.
One common tool for implementing an invented identity visually is by carrying out visual changes on ground level shopfronts in local centres and high streets. In some places in Great Britain there are shopfront grants for shopkeepers to apply for, and in many places there are mandatory top-down improvement programs that shopkeepers must adapt to.

This paper departs from a case study in Stockholm, Sweden, where a municipal housing company is conducting visual improvement programs for at least three local centres in Stockholm suburbs, focusing on visual coordination of shop fronts and signage.

What are the current ambitions and ideals for a local centre, and how are these translated to visual expression? What businesses and shops are valued and not, what social and visual aspects are valued and not, and how are such arguments articulated? How does visual improvement programs express ideas that has to do with local historical and cultural heritage, and how does these ideas apply to shopkeepers and their shopfronts?

The aim of this paper is to contribute to an understanding of the visual scheme in the city in a framework of social concepts such as gentrification, migration and cultural heritage.
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